Gordon Grieve was born and raised in Brantford, Ontario Canada about 90 minutes southwest of Toronto. His parents were
newly born again through the ministry of Billy Graham and the relentless pleading of family members and they quickly got
involved in a local, exciting, growing Baptist Church. With this church having a constant outflow of young missionaries being
cast to the outreaches of the world, Gordon was lead to an early conversion and a desire for a constant revelation of God.
With a burning hunger for more of who God was, Gordon attended Emmanuel Bible College where he met a vivacious young
woman Judy, who became his wife and her commitment to Jesus Christ helped intensify Gordon’s relationship with the Lord.
Six wonderful children later and fourteen grandchildren, their lives continue to be filled with God pursuing adventures.
Upon completion of college, Gordon became an assistant pastor for 6 years before pioneering Harvest Hills Church in the City
of Guelph where he has pastored for the past 39 years. Times weren’t always easy, for the first 16 years of this ministry,
Gordon’s Sectarian Baptist ideologies proved to hinder him from advancing the Kingdom; however his constant pursuit of God
eventually brought in a fresh revelation.
In 1994, The “Father’s Blessing” Movement in Toronto Canada shocked Gordon out of the exhaustion of heavy laden, selfimposed limitation and a great season of refreshment and a personal strengthening took place in his life. His life and ministry
was reordered and the past 24 years Gordon has seen the wonders of the glories of God and the shedding of the limitations
that religion and preconceived ideas had brought.
Throughout these years Gordon discovered that in his gifting’s he was not a pastor, but a prophet and in this it brought the
liberty of the Spirit to minister in a whole new realm. Since that time, he has been traveling in Asia, Europe, North America
and the Caribbean.
In 1995, Gordon began to pray for the nations, looking for a strategy of the Spirit to help advance the kingdom. This helped
birth “GONE STRATEGIES” like unto Acts 1:8 From Jerusalem to the Nations, so also is G.O.N.E. from Guelph (my hometown) to
Ontario (my province), to the Nation (my country) and Elsewhere (wherever God opens the door).

“The joy of seeing the Lord backup his Word with signs and wonders and miracles is a must
for ministry, but making sure the Lord shows up in every service and gets to do what He
wants to do … that is paramount.“
Teaching the Kingdom to hear from God and releasing those things they hear, by practicing all nine manifestation
gifts in their lives is Gordons upmost desire. (I Cor.:14:1 Pursue Love, desire spiritual gifts but especially that you
would prophesy.)
Stirring the Kingdom to do eternal business in their lives, their cities, their nation, with a fresh fire of the Holy Spirit,
this is God’s upmost desire.
The last four years Gordon has transitioned away from his local assembly so that he can be of greater use in the whole of the
Kingdom of God. The shedding of titles that were once used to give identity in past ministries has been a fresh exercise in the
truth that Gordon remains a son, with authority to speak, because He is a son to the King of Kings and the Lord of Lords.

